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Use a catchy headline (H1) with keywords included. Free headline
analyzers like this one from AMI can be helpful.

Include the date, category, and author's name

Use share buttons to encourage readers to share this post (my favorite
free WordPress plugin for this is Social Warfare)

Include the featured image at the top of the post

Title + Post Information

Intro Paragraph

Body of Post
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Make sure to include your main keywords or keyphrase in the first paragraph
of your post

Include any disclosures needed, such as disclosing the use of affiliate links
in this post or disclosing if it's a sponsored post

If it's a lengthy post, it's a good idea to include a "table of contents" or
anchored links that allow the reader to jump to different sections of the post

Break up long blocks of text with H2, H3, and H4 subheadings that include
your main keywords and similar keyphrases (it's important to always break
up blocks of text that are longer than 300 words)

https://aminstitute.com/headline/
https://warfareplugins.com/products/social-warfare/


Include external "do follow" links to reputable websites

Also include internal "do follow" links to your own website. I like to add the
following in 3 or more places throughout each post:

Add relevant media (images, infographics, videos, etc.) and bulleted or
numbered lists when possible. Make sure to add alt text with keywords to
all of your images / anything from your media library. 

Make sure to include your keywords + other relevant keyphrases
throughout the body

Include an opt-in form in your post to capture your readers' emails. For
longer posts, consider placing one at the beginning of the post, one in the
middle, and one at the end of the post.

               Related: [Link to a Related Post on Your Own Website]

Body of Post

Conclusion / End of Post
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End with a short summary or conclusion paragraph that includes your call-
to-action

Include share buttons at the bottom of the post

Have a section with related posts or "You May Also Like" with related posts
from your website

Include a comments section below the post


